In this issue:

EFE Helps Over 125K Youth Reach the World of Work

We’re proud to announce a new milestone: EFE has transformed the futures of over 125,000 young people across the Middle East and North Africa through our programs!

Follow us on Instagram to meet some of the faces of EFE success stories.

EFE-Yemen Medical Trainees Prevent Disease

EFE-Yemen trainees recently promoted public health through community engagement. Trainees in EFE-Yemen's Medical Employment and Development Project II, funded by Catholic Relief Services, presented on blood types and organ donations, malnutrition and typhoid in children, and COVID-19 prevention to different groups in their communities.

Read more.

Crescent Petroleum Supports Youth Employability

Crescent Petroleum sponsored an online training program led by EFE-Jordan to teach university students vital job-hunting skills. The program emphasized CV, cover letter, and e-mail writing skills, as well as work readiness and interview skills and job search strategies. In Palestine, thanks to the support of Crescent Petroleum and the Palestinian Education Foundation, EFE-Palestine held four Finding a Job sessions for 120 university graduates, 93% of whom were women.

New Videos Explain EFE’s Mission

With the support of HSBC, EFE developed videos about our mission and Learning Management System in English, Arabic, and French. See below for a summary of EFE’s work in the MENA region.

EFE-Maroc Holds All-Female Trainings

EFE-Maroc trained five groups of female seamstresses in the cities of Fez and Sefrou in partnership with Maroc Modis. Overall, 79 trainees gained soft skills through the trainings, which featured learning on the Accenture Emplea+ platform.

Read more.

Highlights from More Than A Refugee Acceleration Series Event

World Refugee Day may have passed, but it’s more important than ever to facilitate refugee access to decent work. Watch the highlights of our More Than a Refugee Acceleration Series event below to hear what a difference this can make, and see the full event here.

EFE Photo of the Month

EFE-Egypt won the July EFE Photo of the Month contest with this picture from their Employers for Youth III event in Alexandria, where participants discussed the future of TVET and employability skills. Follow #EFEPhotoOfTheMonth on our social media to cast your vote for future contests!

EFE in the News

EFE SVP Jasmine Nahhas di Florio explains the importance of refugee employment in Arabian Business Al-Fanar Media recaps EFE’s “More Than a Refugee” Acceleration Series event Vice Arabia shares interview advice from EFE’s Larissa Qat, Ghadeer Khuffash, and Mohammad Irshaid David Arkless describes the power of the EFE model in the Khaleej Times Quorus quotes Crescent Petroleum CEO Majid Jafar on centering COVID recovery around youth The Financial Post reports Western Union Foundation’s partnership with EFE to research post-COVID jobs
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